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Call for Proposals
Spring 2022 (54.3) Special Issue
"'Rooting to Rise:'" Centering Student Voices & Equitable Literacy Practices Through Joy and Social Justice

Raven Jones Stanbrough
Michigan State University

Zuri Hudson Stanbrough
The Zuri Reads Initiative
Each and every day we rise, we cheerfully hug one another, exchange
liberating affirmations, root and rise in yoga Goddess poses, and engage in
writing and learning practices that center our joy. As mother and daughter,
we individually and collectively dream and construct our own literary worlds
through our engagement with ourselves, one another, our communities,
and through (re)envisioning a better tomorrow for children, youth, and
humanity writ large. We use K-W-L charts to write our own (un)told stories.
We draw inspiration from our ancestors whose shoulders we stand on! We
are dreamers and doers.
Given the continuing challenges of COVID-19 and still losing and mourning
countless loved ones, this pandemic has taught us to become more
intentional regarding our own wellness and the ways in which we advocate
for our educative and intersecting identities. Daily, we engage in self-care
traditions that provide us with restorative energy to 'run and not be weary
and to walk and not faint.' In A Burst of Light and Other Essays, (1988)
poet and activist, Audre Larde exclaims, "Caring for myself is not selfindulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare."

We overstand Lorde's imploring, especially as a Black woman and child.
Together, we preserve our mental and academic health by reminding one
another to take breaks during our work and school day. We encourage
each other to close our laptops. Do cartwheels. We do not skip self-care. It is in us and on us. We laugh. We play. We
two-step, jit, and dance. We sing along to the songs of Motown Magic. We skateboard. And we color - sometimes outside
of the lines on purpose. We take nature walks in our beloved city of Detroit, purchase children's books from Source
Booksellers, and invite our literary worlds to collide, to breathe creativity, learn from one another, and support our
community and loved ones.
Likewise, we count it all joy to collaborate with Detroit residents
and thinkers, like Detroit Out Laud's (DOL) creative curator,
Jasmin DeForrest - whose creative conceptualization of DOL
was an intentional celebration of our city's art, culture, music,
history, and people. Being able to share our admiration for
literacy during a cultural celebration that also showcased
Detroiters and other lovers of words and artists, like: jessica
Care moore, King Moore, Big Sean, and Dwele allowed us to
show pride for our beloved city. Connected to this, we excitedly
roam the isles and shelves of our local libraries, while reading
the works of Detroit scholar-activists, Ors. Geneva Smitherman
and April Baker-Bell - both of whom challenge this world to
(re)consider the innate language and linguistic brilliance of
Black youth and other communities of color.
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Still , we also recognize the continued onslaught of anti-Blackness , systems of oppression , and inequalities that permeate
the hallways of school (buildings) , take up space on Zoom screens , or reside in the hearts and minds of individuals not
committed to social justice thinking , doing , and orientations. It is certain that we are all living in a state of emergency. We
must assemble collectively and across communities to dismantle and uproot the lingering lenses of reinforced educational
injustice. We must become (literacy) activists in our own backyards and across the globe. The time is now for such
meaningful and necessary engagement. We believe in such work and invite you to embrace such imaginings with us.
Writer and educator , Lucile Clifton stated , "We cannot create what we can't imagine." Her wisdom is a call to action for all
of us to become inspired by ourselves and others. To dream boldly. To stand up for justice. To teach from our souls. To
tap in. Imagining is revolutionary. Are you ready to imagine with us? The field of education continues to need various
forms of support in 'all the things ,' and we must do our part to carry forth the teachings from Larde , Clifton , and so many
other revolutionary leaders and thinkers. Active imagining embodies creative thinking and planning , and leads to action.
What do you desire to create and imagine for your child(ren) , your children 's children , your students , your community ,
your colleagues , your leaders , your village , your tribe? How might your imaginings invite the students in your classrooms
to be heard , respected , and seen? In what ways do you center equitable teaching and the experiences of marginalized
communities? What does self-care mean to you , your students , and your family? How have you addressed learning loss
gaps since the pandemic? What does advocacy look like in your teaching , learning , and working? How might you push
back or against systemic (educational) oppression , and why is this important?
In this special issue , we invite you to not only dream and imagine with us, but to put pen to
paper , pencil to pad , crayon to sketchbook , camera to subject , and focus with us. Embrace
and consider what Detroit scholar and yoga enthusiast , Dr. Theda Gibbs Grey suggests when
she asks , "What must we do as educators to assist with students being 'rooted to rise?" ' or
"How do we encourage balance and brilliance during in-school and out-of-school spaces? " We
are committed to doing this work with you. We are constantly becoming comfortable with being
uncomfortable and engaging across (educational) spaces to do the work. This special issue is
for everyone. Children. Youth. Parents. Teachers. Administrators. Policy makers. Community
activists. We need to hear from you. Imagine what this world could be if we all worked in
solidarity to influence the next generation of local and global leaders. Now , imagine what this
world will be for our children and others , if we do not embrace change , revolutionary thinking
and teaching , and fighting for racial equality , freedom , and justice. Won 't you imagine a better
and more just world with us?
For the spring 2022 issue of the Michigan Reading Journal , we invite submissions from scholars and educators from all
levels. We are also particularly interested in inviting a wide variety of submissions authored by young people , including
artwork , poetry , essays , fiction , photos , and other genres.
Keywords: Detroit , Culture , Literacy , Equitable , Humanizing , Joy , Love ,
Responsibility
Questions to consider as scholars, educators, and youth write for this
special issue:
Equitable Literacy Teaching
•
How do you foster equitable literacy and literacy awareness in the 21 st
century?
•
How do you invite literacy (re)imagining(s) in your classroom and/or out
of school spaces?
•
In what ways are equity and equity-based lenses centered in your
thinking and teaching through writing instruction? Through language
instruction? Across disciplines?
•
In what ways do you use literacy to empower youth to be community and
global citizens?
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Past, Present, and Future Teaching Within the
Pandemic
•
What is the role of literacy (research) during and
post a pandemic era?
•
How have teachers been meeting the needs of
students since transitioning back to in-person
learning?
•
In what ways have students' socioemotional ,
cultural , and linguistic needs been centered and
forwarded?
•
How has distance learning or homeschooling
impacted , inspired , or challenged your teaching
and thinking?
Reading and Writing for Wellness
•
What reading and writing practices do you draw from when advocating for your own mental health and wellness?
Your students ' wellness? Why is this important to you?
•
How might literacy wellness activities contribute to the emotional , mental , and academic healthiness of students?
Celebrating Students' Innate Brilliance
•
How do you affirm the multiple identities and literacies of your students?
•
In what ways do you center their cultures , languages , literacies--and their innate brilliance--in your curricula
choices and teaching?
Building Support for Literacy Teaching
•
How are superintendents , principals , literacy coaches , or curriculum directors supporting teachers and students-institutionally--in their literacy teaching and learning?
•
What areas of focus are districts prioritizing in professional development? How are schools or districts supporting
social justice literacy teaching?
For scholars and educators , we will accept all our normal
forms of submission (including Bridging Research and
Practice , Critical Issues , and Book Reviews) , and are
especially interested in Voices from the Region submissions.
In these reflective pieces (apx 750-2500 words) , please
consider the questions above. We are accepting manuscripts
through April 1st, 2022 , through our Scholarworks system ,
accessible from https://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/mrj/ .
For youth (K-12) , we will accept brief essays , stories , poems ,
and artwork. Student submissions can range from 10 to 1000
words , and artwork can include drawings , paintings , or
photographs. To submit these works , we ask that youth and
their parents/caregivers complete a Google Form, available
at https://bit.ly/rootingtorise . We are also accepting
submissions from youth through April 1st, 2022.
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General Call for Manuscripts & Graphics
The Michigan Reading Journal is the peer-reviewed journal of the Michigan Reading Association, which is
composed of and serves more than 3,000 classroom teachers, literacy specialists, educational leaders,
teacher educators, and university faculty.
The journal publishes on diverse topics related to literacy, including reading, writing, speaking, listening,
viewing, visually representing, technology, and literature for children and young adults. Submissions are
invited in any of the categories below, though we are particularly interested in manuscripts that connect
literacy and social justice or address new literacies (e.g., technology, graphic novels, podcasts, etc.).
The Michigan Reading Journal is published under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 4.0 International License, to allow for certain types of reuse without permission. By submitting
to the Michigan Reading Journal, you will be asked to sign an author’s permission statement that attests to
the originality of your work and your willingness to publish under a Creative Commons License.
Bridging Research and Practice Articles
Articles submitted in this category present original descriptions of research-based instruction that
improves the literacy learning of students ranging from birth to college age. Articles describing researchbased practices in literacy teacher education will also be considered. Manuscripts in this category must
include 5-10 practical steps to guide readers in applying the research to their practice. Manuscript
submissions should include APA formatted references to the relevant research literature and must not
exceed 5,000 words (including tables, figures and appendices; excluding reference list) in 12-point font
and left-aligned. Any charts or graphics must be of high-quality and in black and white. These manuscripts
undergo blind review by members of the journal’s editorial review board.
Voices from the Region
Articles submitted in this category will showcase evidence-based literacy practices being implemented
throughout the state and region in such varied spaces as classrooms, districts, libraries, after school
programs, online schools, homes, daycares, preschools, ISDs/RESAs. We are specifically interested in
submissions from practitioners who can share tips and ideas about what is working in their context, why
they are engaging in these ideas, and how others could do this, too. Our goal is to hear from a range of
practitioners in and around the state who are interested in literacy. Manuscripts in this category should
begin with an introduction to the authors and the context of their work. Please also include APA formatted
references to the relevant research literature, if appropriate to the piece. Manuscript submissions should
be between 750 and 2500 words (including tables, figures and appendices; excluding reference list),
double-spaced, and in 12-point font and left-aligned. Any charts or graphics must be of high-quality and
in black and white. These manuscripts undergo blind review by members of the journal’s editorial review
board.
Visual Artifacts and Graphics
Submissions in this category share visual artifacts of literacy teaching practices through photos of
teachers and students engaging in literacy, literacy projects, literacy, centers, and artifacts of student
learning. Each image should be clear, in focus, of a high resolution/quality, and sent as a full-size jpeg or
tiff file attachment, accompanied by a brief, 50-100 word description. Documents must be scanned, not
photographed; the latter will not be of high enough quality for publication. By submitting an item in this

category, the individual indicates that he/she has obtained consent from the district, school, teacher,
parent, and child to use the image for publication. The journal’s editorial team reviews submissions in this
category.
Letters to the Editors
We invite and encourage your letters in response to what you have read in the Michigan Reading Journal.
Did research presented help you better understand teaching and learning? Were you inspired to try a new
teaching strategy? Are you still puzzling over a topic recently featured? Is there something you haven’t
seen in the journal that you want us to address? Let us hear from you, please. Letters may be edited, with
author’s permission, for publication.
Nominations for Professional Books to Review
We invite and encourage nominations of professional books to review for our Professional Books of
Interest column. Please send book titles, author names, and year of publication to us via e-mail with a brief
1-2 sentence description of what the book is about and why it should be reviewed in MRJ. If approved,
professional book reviews can be up to 1200 words in length.
Reviews of Children’s and Young Adult Books
Have a great book that you and your students love? We invite teachers of students of all ages to write and
submit book reviews of children’s and young adult books of any genre that have been published in the last
year. Book reviews can be up to 1200 words in length, and we recommend the “Writing a Book Review”
resource on the Purdue Online Writing Lab’s website for a list of questions and considerations that would
be useful in crafting your review.
Manuscript Review Process
Below are the questions that the journal’s Editorial Review Board members use when reviewing submitted
research manuscripts and practitioner pieces focused on sharing teaching practices. The questions are
intended to guide reviewers and help them shape their written summaries of feedback and
recommendations regarding publication. The answers are forwarded to authors, along with the publication
decision. The editorial team will provide feedback on spelling, grammar, mechanics, APA format, etc. so
reviewers should focus their review and feedback on the more global guiding questions below. The guiding
questions can also serve to help authors shape their manuscripts in order to meet standard for publication
in MRJ.
Reviewers’ Guiding Questions
• Does the article address an important or compelling topic for reading practitioners in Michigan? Why
or why not?
• Does the manuscript contain an appropriate blend of theory, research and practice? Are there ways to
improve this balance?
• Does the article offer practical implications or suggestions, based-in-research, that reading
practitioners can implement? Are there additional implications that would improve the manuscript?
• Does the manuscript include enough information on how-to practical steps for classroom or
practitioner implementation (i.e., What can teachers do on Monday morning?)?
• Will the article appeal to MRJ’s diverse audience? What can be improved?
• What are the revisions that you would recommend to improve this manuscript for our practitioner
audience?
Questions? Please reach out via mrj@cmich.edu

